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The performance and progress interview takes place at least every three years between the Senior Scientist, supervising professorand Head of Department (or deputy), with the goal of discussing topics such as teaching and research activities, academic and personal development, and the long-term development of the Senior Scientist's role and tasks. This discussion, in the form of a dialogue, should also cover the potential to develop a different focus (role profile), to progress to the next function level, or appointment opportunities after the retirement of the supervising professor (long-term organisational integration and financing).
*This form should be used as an aid/inspiration
Date
Employee's name
Function
Professor's name
Review/assessment of the previous 12 to 24 months
In this section, the previous performance period is discussed. The self-assessment and the supervisor's feedback enable a discussion of where the employee currently stands and should serve as the basis for further development. Questions such as “What was the challenge?”, “What contributions exceeded expectations?” and “Where is there room for improvement?” can help with the review.
Potential topics (depending on focus)
Leading projects/platforms Research results/publications Responsibility for teaching/lecturesSupervising students/doctoral studentsRaising third-party fundingContributions to national or international specialist committeesSignificant collaborations with academic or industrial partnersTasks within/outside the professorship/institute/department...
Self-assessment
Supervisor's comment
Short/medium-term or long-term objectives (12 to 48 months)
Based on the initial discussion and the goals set for the next few years, objectives and actions can be defined together in this section. In line with the principle of personal responsibility, agreement should also be reached on how the supervising professor or the department will support this development.
Potential topics (depending on focus)
Focuses and development of the role in teaching and researchAttainment of various requirements, development objectives as part of the progression to a permanent position.Developmental measures in the current role profile/changes to the role profileDevelopmental measures due to organisational changes (e.g. retirement of the supervising professor)Development objectives and measures relating to leadership skillsProspects (potential change of function level, focus, attainment of an adjunct professor position)...
Objectives
Actions/timeframe
Assessment/feedback from Head of Department
The Head of Department supports the development of the Senior Scientist from a departmental viewpoint. From a personnel viewpoint, the priority is to ensure that there are individual, long-term academic prospects at ETH and to enact appropriate developmental measures so that when the supervising professor retires, continued employment under another professor is possible and the department has secured long-term financing.
Head of Department's name
Potential topics
Feedback related to long-term developmentPotential or expected involvement in the departmentDevelopmental measures in the case of retirement of the supervising professor(ensuring long-term organisational integrationand financing)...
Assessment/feedback
Date
Senior Scientist's signature
Date
Professor's signature
Date
Head of Department's signature
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